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In a recent note (1) Srivastav considered the solution of the following integral
equations of Abel type

f {f(x)-f(t)}-'h(t)dt = g(x), a<x<b, 0<a<l (1)

{f(t)-f(x)}-'h(t)dt = g(x), a<x<b, 0<a<l, .(2)

where fix) is monotonic strictly increasing and differentiable for a^x^b and
fix) # 0 in this interval. Only the first of these conditions was stated in (1)
but the second is necessary for the form of solution given in (1) to be valid and
the third is necessary for the integrals in (1) and (2) to exist at all. For, if
fixo) — 0, a<xo<b, then

fit)-fix0) = oit-x0) = O((f-xo) ),
where, for example, 5 >0 whenever fix) exists for a<x<b, and for x = x0 the
integrals will only exist under the more stringent condition on a: 0 < a(l + 5) < 1.

The purpose of this further note is to point out that the integral equations
(1) and (2) are in fact no more general than the original Abel equation (i.e. than
equation (1) with/(x) = x).

Thus, if we put fix) = I, fit) = T, fid) = p, fib) = y, A(0//'(0 = H(x),
gix) = GH), we see that (1) reduces to

Jo •(3)

where the conditions on fix) ensure both the existence of the inverse function
x = / " * ( 0 and the fact that fi<t<y. But (3) is just Abel's equation with
solution (2)

n cut d fr . .a_!
R d-c Jp

whence we immediately deduce that

= %^±- f {fit)-Ru)Y-lgiu)fiu)du (4)
n dtja
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The same substitution reduces (2) to

(T — £)~"H(?)dT = G(£), fi<Z<y, 0 < a < l (5)
J«

But now a further elementary substitution reduces (5) to (3) and so we obtain

TT. . sin an d Cy , M-I,~, W

n dzjz
and this yields

Kt)=-s}l^L± f" {/(u)-fO)}'-lg(u)f'(u)du (6)
n dtj,

The solutions (4) and (6) are those given in (1)
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